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Carrie Fisher : A Life on the Edge by Sheila Weller

Sourced by friends, colleagues, and witnesses to all stages of Fisher's life, this work is an affectionate and even-handed portrayal of a
woman whose unsurpassed honesty is a reminder of how things should be.

Con
Convversations with RBG : Ruth Bader Ginsburg on Life, LLo
ove, Liberty
Liberty,, and La
Law
w by Jeffrey Rosen

The president and chief executive officer of the National Constitution Center offers an intimate look at the life and career of Justice Ruth
Bader Ginsburg, in her own words, through an extraordinary series of conversations.

The Fall of Richard Nix
Nixon
on : A Reporter Remembers W
Watergate
atergate by Tom Brokaw

The Presidential Medal of Freedom-winning former NBC host and author of the best-selling The Greatest Generation draws on his
experiences as a young White House correspondent to recount the endgames of the Watergate scandal and the Nixon presidency.

It's How W
We
e Pla
Playy the Game : Build a Business, T
Tak
ake
e a Stand, Mak
Make
e a Difference by Ed Stack

The CEO of DICK’s Sporting Goods explains how he built a multibillion dollar business, came to the defense of embattled youth-sports
programs and took a principled—and highly controversial—stand against the types of guns that are too often used in mass shootings and
other tragedies.

The LLost
ost Art of Scripture : Rescuing the Sacred T
Te
exts by Karen Armstrong

The award-winning author of The Case for God examines how fundamental misunderstandings and misinterpretations of the sacred
texts of the world's primary religions may be at the heart of many of today's controversies

Re
Revvolutionary Brothers : Thomas Jefferson, the Marquis De Lafa
Lafayyette, and the F
Friendship
riendship That
Helped F
Forge
orge T
Two
wo Nations by Tom Chaffin

In a narrative both panoramic and intimate, Chaffin captures the four-decade friendship of Thomas Jefferson and the Marquis de
Lafayette.

Sam Houston and the Alamo A
Avvengers : The T
Te
exas Victory That Changed American History
by Brian Kilmeade

"In his now trademark fashion, Brian Kilmeade explores hidden aspects of Sam Houston, the first president of Texas, and brings the
reader to the scenes of one of the most pivotal moments in American history. Thanks to Kilmeade's storytelling, a new generation of
readers will remember the Alamo"

What W
We
e Will Become : a Mother
Mother,, a Son, and a Journe
Journeyy of T
Trransformation by Mimi Lemay

"A mother's memoir of her transgender child's odyssey, and her journey outside the boundaries of the faith and culture that shaped her"
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All Hell Breaking LLoose
oose : The P
Pentagon
entagon's
's P
Perspectiv
erspective
e on Climate Change by Michael Klare

Drawing on previously obscure reports and government documents, renowned security expert Klare shows that the U.S. military sees
the climate threat as imperiling the country on several fronts at once.

Checkpoint Charlie : the Cold W
War
ar,, the Berlin W
Wall,
all, and the Most Dangerous Place on Earth by Iain
MacGregor

Published to coincide with the anniversary of the fall of the Wall, and drawing on never-before-heard interviews, this groundbreaking
history of the famous military gate on the border of East and West Berlin brings to life the nerve-wracking confrontation between the
West and USSR.

In
Invisible
visible P
People
eople : Stories of Liv
Lives
es at the Margins by Alex Tizon

This collection of pieces by the late Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist Tizon (Little Big Man) is both an introduction to his work and a
heartfelt tribute by friends and colleagues, who contribute introductions to each article.

Ja
Jay-Z
y-Z : Made in America by Michael Eric Dyson

Examines the biggest themes of JAY-Z's career, including hustling, and it recognizes the way that he’s always weaved politics into his
music, making statements about race, criminal justice and black wealth. By the author of Tears We Cannot Stop.

Little W
Weirds
eirds by Jenny Slate

The award-winning comedian, Marcel the Shell creator, and Obvious Child star offers essays on such topics as a french-kissing rabbit, a
haunted house, divorce, and much more.

Mobituaries : Great Liv
Lives
es W
Worth
orth Reliving by Mo Rocca

From popular TV correspondent and writer Rocca comes a charmingly irreverent and rigorously researched book that celebrates the
dead people who made life worth living

Triggered : How the LLeft
eft Thriv
Thrives
es on Hate and W
Wants
ants to Silence Us by Donald Trump, Jr.

The author exposes all the tricks that the left uses to smear conservatives and push them out of the public square, from online "shadow
banning" to fake accusations of "hate speech." No topic is spared from political correctness.
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